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Material release principles

• All INCOSE UK materials will be subject to the Release Policy
• Individual materials will be classified according to their scope of release (see later)
• The scope of release will be decided to balance confidentiality needs, member value and publicity for the organisation
• Every individual material will be furnished with appropriate IP release authorisation commensurate with its scope of release
Default scope of release hierarchy

- UK Council only
- UK Working Groups and above only
- UK Members and above only
- INCOSE Members and above only
- Public domain
Policy application examples

- UK Council only
  - Working papers, minutes
- UK Working Groups and above only
  - Working material
- UK Members and above only
  - White Papers, Working Group Reports
  - Time delayed Conference Proceedings
  - “How to” (Omega) guides
- INCOSE Members and above only
  - Competency Framework
- Public domain
  - Z Guides
  - SEASON
  - ERC position papers
  - Journal papers
  - Local Group presentations
  - Preview, e-Preview
  - Annual Report

- Paying members only
  - Conference proceedings
  - Training materials